
P.T. CHENNA KESAVA REDDY CASE STUDY REPORT 

NAME: P.T. CHENNA KESAVA REDDY 

AGE: 14years  

SCHOOL NAME: S.D.V.R HIGH SCHOOL GANGARAM 

CLASS: 8TH CLASS 

ADRESS: RYTHUVEDIKA ROAD, GANGARAM 

FATHER NAME: SATYA NARAYANA REDDY 

OCCUPATION: DRIVER 

MOTHER NAME: VENKATA RAMANA 

OCCUPATION: HOUSEWIFE 

My Name is P.T. CHENNA KESAVA REDDY I am studying 8th class in SDVR HIGH SCHOOL IN GANGARAM, 

SATHUPALLY MANDAL, KHAMMAM DISTRICT TELANGANA.      

TANLA FOUNDATION were given BYJUS TABS based on merit students in our school. Before getting tab, I got 

good marks in 4 subjects, but I got low marks in physics and biology, actually I am week that both subjects, 

after giving the tab I am watching byjus classes minimum 1.30minutes in every day   after school hours. The  

subjects that I find difficult in revising the lessons mentioned in the school are the ones that I see in the tab will 

be learning the basics of a subject on a regular basis so that I can practice the vocabulary on the subject and 

gain knowledge in those subject .I no longer have the  fear that physics and biology mean to me, the TANLA 

FOUNDATION is cooperating with us in terms of technology to improve  our knowledge  so that we can read 

better by encouraging  students like this.  

My father and mother are working very hard for us, my aim is that I should study well and get a good job and 

take good care of them, Thanks to TANLA FOUNDATION to give me the TAB and encouraging me. 



Following this achieved marks tabs has given which they get in SA-1, SA-2 Examinations. 

ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT THROUGH BYJUS TABS 

STUDENT NAME CLASS SUBJECTS 
SA1 
MARKS GARDE 

SA2 
MARKS GRADE 

P.T. CHENNA 
KESAVA REDDY 

8th 
Em Telugu 67 90 

Hindhi 78 92 

English 76 95 

Maths* 66 59 

Science 81 94 

Social 79 95 

Total 447 B1 525 A2 

* Feedback from Headmistress about low scores in Maths in SA2 is that the SA1 portion was very less hence 
scores were high. 59/111 students scored notably less marks in SA2. She attributed partly the poor scores to 
covid third wave also.

CLASS TEACHER FEEDBACK

This is Sudheer. Burugu school assistant (Physical Science) at S.D.V.R ZPSS B Gangaram.   

TANLA FOUNDATION is giving so many useful things for my students, especially TABS are very useful for my 

children. These tablets are ready for education as they are the best way to show textbook, they can after 

enhanced ebooks that feature images, video, audio and these elements are impossible to include in print or a 

standard e book. These tablets are very important to the student as they improve collaboration, developing 

skills, publishing sharing and searching for information creativity, flexibility in terms of space and time and 

motivation in our student’s studies. These tablets are matching everything that a traditional book print or 

digital, Tablets are thin, lite weight, they are easier to use in class than a laptop or notebook, The students can 

save their work in a central location and accessible then all their device, so they have not to pay for competing 

power that they no longer need. 

Thank you, 
Tanla Foundation. 


